
TORQUE X-POWER CAGE

The X-Series Power Cage provides spotting capability and the sense of security 
of the lifting zone within the platinum powder coated 3” x 3” 11 gauge 
cage. The Power Cage features standard J-hooks, bar catches, nylon covered 
weight storage, Olympic bar storage, and lower resistance band pegs. 

•Olympic bar and resistance band storage for an organized workout area
•Nylon coated J-Hooks and Safety Bar Catches
•Safety Bar Catches capped with stainless steel
•8 weight nylon covered weight plate holders
•Built in olympic bar and band storage
•Multiple chin-up handles
•Standard anchor points on base for resistance bands



TORQUE Standard Olympic Bar Grip Plate Package is a 
convenient way to make sure you have the right amount of 
weight and bars for each station on an X-Rack or for an 
individual X-Cage.
Each package includes a standard Olympic bar, black rubber 
grip plates, and a pair of spring collars. The GPSP7 includes 
our O7B 7′ Standard Olympic Bar.

Complete package includes:
1 Standard Olympic Bar
2 Z4GP2.5 2.5 lb Grip Plates
2 Z4GP5 5 lb Grip Plates
2 Z4GP10 10 lb Grip Plates
2 Z4GP25 25 lb Grip Plates
4 Z4GP45 45 lb Grip Plates
2 SC2 X-Series Collars



The XFIB Flat to Incline Bench features seated back pad adjustments to angles 
of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees and one-handed seat adjustments of 0 and -
10 degrees. Non-skid footpads on a 3 point frame keep it stable while wheels 
that engage when the bench is lifted with the handle make it portable. A 
tapered seat pad provides clearance for dumbbells when performing seated 
arm curls.

•Flat to Military
•One-handed adjustments
•Portable with rear wheels



The X-Series Glute Ham Developer was engineered for stability and ease of 
adjustment. The 3″ x 3″ 11 gauge triangulated frame design is rock solid and 
molded nylon rollers make adjustments between the 14 horizontal positions a 
breeze. The XGHD features handles in the footplate and resistance band 
anchors for reverse hyper extensions.

•14 Horizontal Adjustments
•7 Vertical Adjustments
•Resistance Band Pegs



•4 adjustments from -10 to -25 degree decline
•Large diameter roller pads
•Molded pads with double stitched vinyl
•Wheels for easy movement

ADJUSTABLE ABDOMINAL BENCH



BACK EXTENSION BENCH

•Solid stability with lever-slide mechanism adjustments
•Molded grips and foot pad
•Angled split pad design for comfort
•High resilient molded cushion with double stitched marine grade vinyl and 
wear cover
•Non-skid rubber feet



•Holds 10 pair pro-style dumbbells
•Engineered for dumbbell protection, the newly 
designed saddles feature a concave lip that distributes 
contact
evenly, prolonging dumbbell life
•Deep saddles allow a longer dumbbells to rest securely
•Molded rubber non-skid feet
•Angled trays and offset trays for proper body position 
and wrist angle when racking dumbbells

TWO TIER DUMBBELL RACK





RUBBER PRO-STYLE DUMBBELLS

Torque Pro-Style Dumbbells are solid machined steel with chambered edges 
and are welded to the handles for a permanent bond. Both the rubber and 
Urethane coating are one piece molded with logo’s laser engraved for 
durability.
The heat-treated alloy steel handles are precision machined with diamond 
knurling and are hard-chrome finished.

•Rubber Coated
•5 lbs – 100 lbs



•6 nylon covered solid steel weight holders are fully welded to the frame and 
angled to keep weight plates on rack
•Strategically located plate holders that allow 45lb plates or any bumper plates 
to be placed in all locations
•Rubber bumpers protect weight plates
•Large flat-oval 11 gauge
•Non-skid rubber feet with four-point-base for stability
•Nylon frame guards protect frame from dumbbells placed resting against rack

•6 Nylon Covered Solid Shaft Weight Holders
•45 lb Plate Storage on any Peg
•Nylon Base Wear Guards
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7′ OLYMPIC X-SERIES BAR-15 KG

The 7′ 15 kg 28.5mm Olympic bar (actual length = 2200 mm) is 
built to the highest quality standards in the USA. The precision 
light knurling includes both Olympic and powerlifting marks 
and is coated with black zinc and the ends are coated with 
bright zinc. Dual oilite bronze bushings in each sleeve allow for 
smooth rotation. Min. tensile strength = 190,000 psi and min. 
yield strength = 175,000 psi.
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7′ OLYMPIC X-SERIES BAR-20 KG

The 7′ 20 kg 28.5mm Olympic bar (actual length = 2200 mm) is 
built to the highest quality standards in the USA. The precision 
light knurling includes both Olympic and powerlifting marks 
and is coated with black zinc and the ends are coated with 
bright zinc. Dual oilite bronze bushings in each sleeve allow for 
smooth rotation. Min. tensile strength = 190,000 psi and min. 
yield strength = 175,000 psi.





The TANK™ is the ultimate tool in building an explosive athlete. This 
exercise sled is designed to give our athletes a complete workout. 
TANK™’s tires allow it to be used on any surface without fear of damage or 
noise, making it the most versatile workout sled in the industry. Choose 
from three levels of resistance to switch up the intensity of your workout 
either in different runs or in the same run. Torque’s TANK™ is bi-
directional, meaning that there is no need to turn the fitness sled around as 
you go about your workout. Each grip point has a firm rubber coating which 
allows the user to get a tight hold. The power and burst that TANK™ 
provides makes it the ultimate push and pull sled.
The TANK™ GT includes our famous TANK™ sled and the compatible 
group accessory kit in one package for your convenience. With the 
included accessories, you can take advantage of an endless array of 
strength training exercises — for group classes or individual workouts.


